Front Desk

Front Desk
Our Front Desk solution is designed for
small to medium sized accommodations.
It is a simple, low cost, and very intuitive
system that integrates seamlessly with our
booking platform.
When building the Hotel Link Solutions
Front Desk module we listened carefully to
our clients and analysed the best existing
systems out there to see what we could
learn from them and improve upon, at an
affordable price.
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Calendar
The calendar allows front desk staff
to see at a glance what is going on.
Several key features stand out
like colour coded status, view
customisation for two or four weeks,
access to guest booking details
straight from the calendar, and
occupancy data.
All you need to organise your
accommodation’s daily operations.
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Every guest booking is colour coded to
reflect status (completed, operational,
and confirmed) with an additional red
tag for outstanding payments.
Having all your bookings colour coded
helps you to visually understand your
hotel situation in any given date.
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Easy Access to
Booking Details
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Basic details about the booking
pop up when you ‘mouse-over’ the
guest entry. A double mouse click on
the entry then opens the full client
booking details, enabling you to check
guests in or out or to add “extras” to
the room.
With a right click you will have access
to a quick menu. Everything is made
to make it easy and fast.

Drag and Drop
to Reallocate
Rooms
A drag and drop functionality allows
you to move your guest entries around
in the calendar to reallocate your hotel
reservations. It’s that easy!
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Housekeeping
The Housekeeping tools allow you to manage
room cleaning statuses and housekeeper teams.
With a colour coded interface, the Housekeeping
module help you to visualize the status of all
rooms and assign tasks to housekeepers via
SMS.
Housekeepers can be added and
managed individually at a room/bed level.
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Personalized
Guest Emails
Our Front Desk system allows you to
create a pre-arrival template email
for guests (e.g. to remind them of
the booking and transport to the
hotel) and a post-departure email
(e.g. to thank them for their stay and
provide a link so they can give their
feedback).
The number of days before/after the
stay can be set for the email.

Easily Add
Booking
Extras
You can easily add “extras” to guest
bookings at any time. Two options are
provided. First is a custom entry where
you enter the item description and the
amount.
The second option, for frequently
requested items with standard pricing,
is a dropbox where the item is simply
ticked and added immediately to the
guest account.

Guest
Account &
Invoice
The system generates the final
account for the guest on the
letterhead of your accommodation.
A fully itemised invoice is generated
including all extra costs and any
pre-payments made.

Customer Reviews
We are really satisfied with all aspects about working
with Hotel Link Solutions. The responsive website they
provide brought great results to our hotel and allowed
us to modernize our business process. Many thanks to
the whole team!

Working with Hotel Link Solutions has not only
been a success in sales and distribution but also a
pleasure for all our hotel team. The ease of access
and their sales-driven commitment guarantees our
long term prosperous cooperation.
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Minas Gerais, Brazil

Kalamata, Greece

Our property is extremely satisfied with Hotel Link
Solutions, we wouldn’t know what to do without
their products and support team. Absolutely
fantastic. Hotel Link Solutions is definitely the best
partner to work with!
REEF HOLIDAY APARTMENTS
Mahe, Seychelles

PROUDLY SERVING

1500+ HOTELS

Start using our front desk today!
Contact Hotel Link Solutions
Corporate Headquarters
Bangkok Bank Building Unit 702, 7th Floor
18 Bonham Strand West, Hong Kong

Tech Office
Dali Tower, 24C Phan Dang Luu, Floor 7
Ward 6, Binh Thanh, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam

info@hotellinksolutions.com
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